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Recrudescence
[ree-kroo-des-uh ns]
n. Breaking out afresh or into renewed
activity; revival or reappearance in
active existence.
Or
Renewal
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From The Editor
Welcome to The Edition, CCVT’s brand new digital
magazine. As part of living as a Renewal Movement, we are exploring new ways to deliver news,
updates, and articles to our Communities of Hope
and Compassion and the Leaders who lead them.
This first issue of The Edition is exploring, what
else, the new.
As the long chapter of CCVT history known as the
Renewal Challenge draws to a close and this new
chapter of being a Renewal Movement unfolds
before us, we constantly have our eyes on the new.
In this issue we have writers from around the CCVT
network writing on their experiences of the new.
New initiatives. New experiences. New ways of
being and doing. New ways of following God into
the neighbourhood.
We also have exploration of the tension of the
new; keeping an eye on the past as we walk into
the future, and managing the transition through
that space.
In 2016, the new for CCVT includes a great many
things. There is new and renewed in the engine
of the organisation in the form of new and
renewed governance and systems. There is new
and renewed in the CCVT centre in the form of
new staff and renewed roles and responsibilities
for existing staff. In our communications there is
plenty of new and renewed.
The Edition is new, with a new focus and a new format. This digital magazine is a platform for exploring the issues and ideas facing our movement now
and in the future, an opportunity to dig in deep
and get to the heart of what God is doing in and
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through our movement. The Edition will be emailed
out to all Ministers, community secretaries, and
subscribers every two months. If you would like to
subscribe, head to churchesofchrist.org.au.
The CCVT Monthly is a renewed form of the eNewsletter, a monthly round up of the most important
news, stories, and updates from events through to
policies—a little bit of everything for everyone. The
CCVT Monthly will be emailed out to all Ministers,
community secretaries, and subscribers every
month. If you would like to subscribe, head to
churchesofchrist.org.au.
And we are excited to announce that a new and
renewed CCVT website is on its way, rebuilt from
the ground up to be a resource and support for
leaders and communities seeking to live out our
collective mission to be a movement of the people
of God in our neighbourhoods. This new site will
replace most of the separate websites in the CCVT
network; the Conference, Mission & Ministry,
Community Care, Prop Corp, and Youth Vision websites will all be incorporated into a single aligned,
unified site.
I hope you enjoy reading this first issue of The
Edition. I hope you find an inspiring idea, a challenging thought, and an encouraging story that
will lead you further into a renewed story following
God into the things to which he is calling you and
your community. I encourage you to share this
magazine with those around you with whom you
join in the conversation of what it is to be signs,
witnesses, and foretastes of the Kingdom.
Mitchell Salmon
Editor

18-20 March
Belgrave Heights
Victoria
To find out more
& register:
www.surrender.org.au

Love God. Love Neighbour. Love Enemy.
SURRENDER 16 has an amazing
array of performers, presenters,
workshops, and experiences
coming together as we ask
what it means to live out Jesus’
alternative story of love in a
world dominated by division,
greed, and conflict.
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INTO
As has become the habit of CCVT, and in the spirit of AND,
Tension, Multiply, and Adventures, in 2016 we have another
single word for the year’s theme:

INTO
For this phase of CCVT as a Renewal Movement we are using
the word this way:

INTO God* – INTO Learning – INTO Neighbourhood
These three statements succinctly summarise the practices
we are called to live out as a Renewal Movement of God’s
people, individually and collectively committed to lifelong
learning, and to engaging our neighbourhoods with the
Good News about Jesus. They frame how we join in with the
missio Dei, the mission of God. This is how we can be a sign,
witness, and foretaste of God’s Kingdom: reconciling people with God and each other through Jesus Christ; living out
God’s dream for the world—his Kingdom, the space where
Christ and his Way reigns, where righteousness and justice,
peace, joy, and shalom are increasingly manifest.
The word INTO is repeated often in the New Testament. A
word search will generate a long list of locations where the
word is used; from the simplest action, to profound instructions.
In the Gospels the birth of Jesus is described as “The Word
became flesh and moved INTO the neighbourhood”. This
theme is restated for his disciples (and us) in calls to “send
out labourers INTO his harvest”. Miracles happen and lives
change when Jesus walks INTO the wilderness, quiet places,
houses, cities and towns and villages, main streets, deep
water, boats and particularly difficult mission environments.
We are called to walk the same way.

The Good News is dramatically enacted “after [the] twisting
[of] some thorns INTO a crown”.
The Apostle Paul commonly uses the word in describing
how we are to relate to Jesus as his followers, to God as our
Father, and the Spirit as the one alongside who empowers. A
sample goes like this, “because God’s love has been poured
INTO our hearts through the Holy Spirit”, and “called INTO
the fellowship of his Son, Jesus Christ our Lord”, and as “in
the one Spirit we were all baptised INTO one body”, thus
we “did not receive a spirit of slavery to fall back INTO fear,
but [we] have received a spirit of adoption”, and so we can
intimately engage God as we cry “Abba! Father!”
To put all this another way, our theme is inviting all of us to
the place where we are as totally, completely, utterly INTO
Jesus, as he is totally, completely, utterly INTO us. And of
course, this is not just a head thing it is a heart and hands
and feet thing too. Unsurprisingly, Paul often points out that
this type of INTO requires prices to pay and losses to experience, with inevitable radical, counter-cultural consequences.
Being INTO God, INTO Learning, and INTO Neighbourhood is
hard work. But it’s good to remember two things: there is no
more important work; and it’s not all hard work.
*(God-the-Father, God-the-Son,
God-the-Holy-Spirit)
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THURSDAY MAY 12 & FRIDAY MAY 13

SATURDAY MAY 14

Ministers Retreat

Celebration Event and Churches Afternoon
incl AGM

Foothills Conference Centre
48 Edinburgh Rd, Mooroolbark
Accommodation available onsite
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Ringwood Church of Christ
13 Bedford Rd, Ringwood

INFORMATION & REGISTRATION churchesofchrist.org.au/summit

Churches of Christ Vic/Tas
03 9488 8800
churchesofchrist.org.au
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Red Church Outer East
Writer Peter Evans, Red Church
“Your vision is too small.”
So said John Bond, at a church planting seminar at Stirling
College in August, 2014.
For Red Church, Blackburn, God had been moving behind the
scenes for years before this, stirring the hearts of my wife
and I and, separately, our pastors Mark Sayers and Sarah
Deutscher, about planting a new Red Church Service in Melbourne’s outer eastern suburbs.
Initially we had been cautious about this prospect. However,
in humbly trying to embrace the heart of the Book of James
4:14-15—“You don’t know the first thing about tomorrow.
You’re nothing but a wisp of fog, catching a brief bit of sun
before disappearing.” (MSG) Compelling words!—we may
have kept the vision, his vision, too small.
That day in August 2014 was a pivot point for Red Church and
for me personally. Throughout the process, it has been God
who has kept pushing the accelerator, opening doors, softening hearts, and creating relationships. We encountered many
who had been out of church for some time. An ache for God
and his people was palpable.
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In January 2015 we started a small group in our lounge
room. It soon became two ‘large small groups’ and quickly
embraced many of the natural rhythms of a church community—prayer nights, social justice, and community building.
September 13 saw our first ‘Pop-Up service’, a pre-launch
event for over 80 people, held at Montrose Church of Christ,
a wonderful community of faithful believers who warmly
allowed us to use their space of a Sunday afternoon. God’s
provision in building this partnership with Montrose has
been integral in our formation.
These services continued each month, moving to weekly
pre-launch gatherings on January 31. Worshiping together,
teaching, building relationships, and taking communion as a
new community has been incredible.
Establishing this new cause for Jesus is both exciting and
daunting. The burden is heavy, yet it is he who has sustained
us and will continue to do so. Obediently following the will of
his Spirit as we invite those ‘out east’ to come and be a part
of a new community of resilient disciples is a privilege.

God’s Local Church
Blake Moore, Devonport Church of Christ
Over the summer break I found myself reading Francis Chan’s journey with Christians against Poverty (CAP) is one example
of where God has led us; we have become the first CAP debt
book Crazy Love—boy am I glad I picked this book up!
centre to be birthed in the state of Tasmania. It has enabled
us to have contact with people who would never broach the
Two quotes from his book really spoke to me. One: “Our
doorway of the church, yet in these encounters with clients in
greatest fear should not be of failure, but of succeeding at
things in life that don’t really matter.” The other: “God, inter- their homes our debt coaches have prayed with people and
for their circumstances. This new venture has not all been
rupt whatever we are doing so that we can join you in what
smooth sailing—it has taken close to eight months before
you’re doing.”
people started to trust the CAP brand and for clients to make
that first phone call for debt assistance. However we are
These quotes from Chan really challenged me as a leader
now regularly meeting with people to help them begin their
in God’s local church—how often we can get side tracked
CAP journey. Our debt centre also assists our CAP families
in church life by other things that are important but not the
main game. Sometimes I think churches and leaders can suc- through regular grocery assistance in their ongoing journey
to become debt free. We have even just recently seen our first
ceed at cool websites, that new sermon series graphic, and
the latest tech gadgets (all inherently useful tools for mission client become debt free, and her family now attends our local
church.
and ministry, by the way), but fail at what matters most—
making authentic disciples of Jesus Christ.
We are still very much finding our feet and faced with new
challenges every day, however God is at work in our comHere in Devonport we have been asking God to interrupt
munity and he is using our local church to see his grace and
our plans so that we can join him in what He is up to. Our
compassion released.
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A RENEWAL
MOVEMENT
Writer Paul Cameron,
EO CCVT
10 | The Edition

“God is calling us to live into the new future
he has been and is preparing for us.”

F

or the last fifteen years or so Churches of Christ in Victoria and
Tasmania has been on a pathway of reality checking, reviewing
and renewal. Having intentionally, thoughtfully, and prayerfully
engaged with the CCVT Renewal Challenge, now we are transitioning
into the Renewal Movement phase. In 2016 God is calling us to live into
the new future he has been and is preparing for us.
From the outset, let me acknowledge that like past periods of renewal,
this season will at times call us to make difficult choices and decisions.
We believe that we have all the resources we need to be a 21st Century
movement of the people of God. At the same time we have unlimited
opportunities. The hard work ahead will include prayerful discernment
that will enable the resources God has given us to be released where
they are most needed. Observed starkly this could simply be seen as
some form of rationalisation; instead we have been challenged to see it
is the prayerful stewardship of a story, and a wise and discerning stewardship of all the resources needed for mission: buildings, finances,
and people.
This article in this new CCVT communication tool, The Edition, provides
an ideal opportunity to reflect a bit on the last fifteen or years or so, and
to paint several word pictures of the pathway towards and into what is
the most significant reshaping of CCVT since the 1970s.
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From

Focus

In 2002/3 CCVT’s leaders recognised we were in a time of
significant change. Words written then are still true in 2016:
“At least half of our churches are static or in serious decline.
We are concerned about the health and growth of our movement. It is clear that there is a vital opportunity to become
more proactive with missional drive and energy.”

The focus of the Renewal Challenge conversation, locally,
regionally, and centrally at Council and Partner Department
board level has always been on the ‘core business’ of CCVT—
the network within which and through which we love and
serve God and his Kingdom. And that focus is mission. True
to the deeper story of our movement, renewal isn’t seen as
an individualistic or internal political episode; rather it is propelled by mission, and at the same time empowered for mission. It is a call for a shared understanding, and then expression, of what God requires of leaders and communities.

In 2016, all followers of Jesus are asking “what does it mean
to follow Jesus in the crazy days of the 21st Century?” and,
“how do we engage a diverse, complex society in which
Christian beliefs and practices are less and less central?”
Engaging and addressing these questions requires new missional leadership frameworks, based on intentional theological reflection and adaptive practical skills. It seeks leaders
with the capacities to guide communities of Jesus-followers
towards innovative neighbourhood engagement. It also
requires communities to be willing to release leaders to form
and lead ‘orders of local missionaries’…and for communities
to become those ‘orders’.
As an initial step, in 2004 CCVT experimented with a missional change process we called Future Directions. Later
we clarified our identity and purpose and what it means to
belong together as a movement in Affinity. CCVT’s Common
Mission was adopted, being recently reaffirmed with a minor
amendment: To be a movement of the people of God gathering in and around the central figure of Jesus Christ, empowered by the Holy Spirit, living out his Way in our neighbourhoods and inviting others to do the same.
Seeds planted in those earlier conversations and the prophetic words of leaders during this period came together
in 2013 in the naming of CCVT’s Renewal Challenge, a 21st
Century expression of CCVT’s ongoing desire for ‘renewal’.
We agreed that we could do better at building Communities
of Hope and Compassion (that might look like churches we
have known); and we could do better at developing Leaders
to lead them (who might look like ministers we have known).
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Engaging the ‘why’ question became important in the conversation. Why does CCVT exist? Why do we do the things we
do? And, why are we not doing other things? We discovered
that we can all agree on the ‘why’, wherever we’re coming
from; whatever particular theology is forming us. That’s
simply because we agree that CCVT exists to join in with the
mission of God, the missio Dei: reconciling people with God
and each other through Jesus Christ; living out God’s dream
for the world—his Kingdom, the space where Christ and his
Way reigns, where righteousness and justice, peace, joy, and
shalom are increasingly manifest.
For many, engaging this reality and living it out locally could
mean changing the conversation from a focus on 'fixing the
church' (making it 'healthy', getting its governance right,
finding ways to be financially sustainable etc.) to a focus on
mission, and engaging the neighbourhood as 'local missionaries', as a sign, witness and foretaste of God's Kingdom.
This will involve costly choices for some. It might mean stopping some things, sustaining and enriching other things, and
starting new things.
We believe that CCVT is in a season of renewal, refreshment
and new missional engagement. We discern there are certain
dynamics and shifts taking place that signal the kind of
convergence that opens CCVT into a new missional season.
As stated before, we are also aware that God has given us all
the resources we need to be obedient, in this season, to his
vocation for us as a movement; and we are patiently imagining that God will release these resources in just the places
they are needed. For mission.

“...CCVT exists to join in with the mission of God, the missio Dei:
reconciling people with God and each other through Jesus Christ;
living out God’s dream for the world—his Kingdom, the space where
Christ and his Way reigns, where righteousness and justice, peace, joy,
and shalom are increasingly manifest.”
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Priorities

Now

The priorities are clear. They revolve around two key words,
Leadership and Communities; they challenge us to do better
at developing Leaders and building Communities. Of course,
meeting these priorities—changing the conversation from
a ‘church’ conversation to a mission conversation—may
require significant adjustments, including at times the letting
go of some ‘sacred cows’.

The shape of the way CCVT connects with affiliated communities (both churches and agencies) has been re-designed
to reflect these priorities. Teams that are focussed on these
two priority areas—Leadership and Communities supported
by a third area, Operations—are coming together. There is a
greater degree of integration and alignment as together we
focus on the opportunities that emerge from these priorities.
New roles have been created, and new staff appointments
are being made. Our means of communication are even
changing, like the new CCVT website and this magazine.

We know that leadership is crucial; and we understand that
the shape of leadership—both paid and voluntary—in CCVT is
changing, as is the traditional ministry and leadership formation process. In our continuing work of linking churches with
ministers and ministers with churches we are discovering
significant gaps. This is a central aspect of ongoing dialogue
CCVT has with Stirling Theological College, Youth Vision, and
other leadership formation partners.
Nevertheless, there are opportunities for church planting,
and for new and renewed neighbourhood engagement by
people who are uniquely gifted at developing Communities
of Hope and Compassion. Opportunities abound, on the
margins of Melbourne, in regional areas, as well as in urban
locations. There are openings for mission-shaped Leaders to
partner existing congregations in rediscovering contextual
life- and world-changing mission in their neighbourhoods.
Along the way we trust that God will release more Leaders
with an apostolic, prophetic, and evangelistic gifting alongside the pastor/teacher types already in leadership.
Clusters of churches and agencies and leaders are forming
in different regions and areas. We see this as an important
pathway to discerning what God is already up to in a particular region and the steps we might need to take to join him in
his work in local neighbourhoods. We look forward to more
sharing of joys and opportunities, skills and gifts through
cluster conversations.
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Philip Kua, the immediate past senior minister at Clayton
church, commences as Team Leader of the Leadership team.
Michael Vanderree, formerly with Mission and Ministry,
leads the Communities team. Joel Plotnek, currently the
CEO of Prop Corp, is transitioning into leading the Operations team, including heading up the CCFS initiative. You can
read elsewhere about the focus of these teams, and also
more about the members of each team, including several
exciting new appointments.
In May at the 2016 INTO Summit and AGM all affiliates—
churches and agencies—will be invited to appoint delegates
to elect the inaugural members of the CCVT Inc. Board. A
Nominations Committee has been formed by the outgoing
Council to manage the nominations process for this important process in accordance with the CCVT constitution.
We look forward to your partnership and your feedback as we
travel this path together. We particularly enjoy hearing and
seeing (and passing on) the stories of the activities of Godthe Father, God-the-Son and God-the-Spirit in CCVT. We have
no doubt that God is up to something.

“The prayers of your church or agency, its
leaders and intercessors, are vital to this
conversation.”
For Prayer
A vital way that you can partner with CCVT is through prayer. The prayers
of your church or agency, its leaders and intercessors, are vital to this
conversation. We are still carefully discerning what God is up to; what
the Holy Spirit wants to do in and through CCVT; and exactly how we
need to respond. And let’s face it, without strong discernment we’re just
guessing and doing our own thing. We cannot afford to guess or even
give it our best shot as we see things; this season of what appears to us
as one of refreshment and renewal that will lead to new expressions of
a pioneering spirit is far too important for that. We need to know what
God is up to and what that means for us—through careful discernment,
only discovered in Holy Spirit-inspired and -empowered prayer.
Here are a few of our current prayer points. Please feel free to pass them
on to others.

• For churches and agencies to be intentionally
choosing to be Communities of Hope and Compassion—at whatever cost; and to be continuing
to discover and experiment with new and old
ways to engage their neighbourhoods—again,
at whatever cost.
• For a growing awareness that following Jesus
into leadership is a good thing.
• For a growing willingness for churches and agencies to courageously identify and release people
with leadership gifting, even if that means their
leadership will be expressed in creative ways
and/or elsewhere.
• For people—women and men, younger and
older—to hear God’s call into leadership,
ministry and mission.
• For the Holy Spirit to speak through the people of
God in dreams and visions and prophetic words.
• For new staff that are based in the Fairfield
office, including Philip Kua, Catherine
and Gabriel Hingley, Scott Mageean and
Collette De Silva; and for people with new roles
or changing tasks, including Jay Sawyer, Kat
Deith, Joel Plotnek and Melanie Milson.
• CCVT Council as it takes the next steps in implementing the outcomes from the Renewal Challenge process and last October’s CCVT Inc. SGM.
• The CCVT Board nominations process and the
Nominations Committee that is managing it.
• The upcoming INTO Summit, including those
speaking, sharing, being ordained and simply
celebrating the stories of our movement.
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OUR
BEST
US
Writer Kaye Reid,
CCVT
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I

n February 2014 I started in the role of Transitional Team
Leader of Mission & Ministry for Churches of Christ in
Victoria and Tasmania (a mouthful for introductions). It
was an intentionally temporary role, to lead the Mission &
Ministry team for one year through a period of transition as
part of the CCVT Renewal Challenge.
The role was to conclude on 31 December 2014 with at least
the possibility that the role of leading Mission & Ministry,
and Mission & Ministry as an organisation, might conclude
or be re-expressed in another form; whatever it was called to
be or not be. This was a welcome challenge for me. The idea
of starting a role which I already knew would conclude with
the reshaping of an organisation was exciting.
Discernment was key to this process of change through
listening to God and to others to discern what shape we were
called to be, and being willing to let go of everything along
the way (sometimes expressed as a prayer of indifference—
see Pursuing God’s Will Together: A discernment practice for
Leadership Groups by Ruth Haley Barton, chapter 10). Having
been appointed to a transitional role made it easier for me
to lead others and support them through transition without
personal agendas, role shaping, or a need for security of
employment impacting on the process.
For the existing Mission & Ministry staff, the Renewal
Challenge process was understandably an uncertain and
unsettling process. Pursuing a process of change towards
a gradually emerging new shape in both function and form

is necessarily uncertain—to allow for the emergence of
whatever we were called to become—and was experienced
as unsettling in ways that were sometimes constructive
and necessary but also very challenging. It was essential to
include everyone in the process and to listen, share, and
seek input at all levels and to communicate—more specifically to intentionally over-communicate.
The transition process took all of 2014 while Mission & Ministry—and CCVT more broadly—continued to operate as an
organisation serving 130-plus affiliated churches and agencies and the people leading these communities. So 2015
became a second year of the transition process, and my role
as Transitional Team Leader continued, with this second year
preparing for implementation.
We needed to hold a lot along the way, and to hold it lightly.
It was possible to implement some changes but often it was
more appropriate to hold on to possibilities and explore
various pathways and ways to function while allowing the
organisations to go forward together with a similar timing,
being mindful of not setting a shape or even precedents that
might not be suitable for all or most of the organisations
when aligned and integrated. In some ways it was like anticipating some of the challenges of blending families or creating new families with an awareness of what we bring from
our families of origin. At times during the implementation, we
were trying to honour and operate from both the old and the
new, which meant multiple lines of authority, processes, and
practices to navigate.
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The Renewal Challenge process has
provided the opportunity to take a fresh
look at CCVT and our way of being and
doing, and then to pursue what was
seen and envisioned; to fix and improve
systems and processes, to sometimes
discard and at other times strengthen
existing services and practices, and to
resolve and change some areas that
may have been previously blocked or
intractable. Throughout all of these
enlivening opportunities we sought
to also model the changes which we
encourage, support, and champion
the affiliated churches and agencies to
pursue themselves.

• A simple and integrated single entity
of CCVT

As 2016 begins (and I conclude) I look
forward to some of the following key
benefits of the CCVT Renewal Challenge
and the impact over time these changes
will have as CCVT seeks to do better
at Building Communities of Hope and
Compassion and developing Leaders
to lead them as we work and serve God
towards seeking God’s peace for all
people.

• Strategic focus on CCVT’s purpose
through the Communities and Leadership functional teams, including
improved emphasis and resources
for leadership
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• Clear lines of authority which are
direct and simple
• Clarity of vision and ability to lead in
a particular, consistent and coherent direction
• Oversight and access to all the
resources which God has provided
to CCVT
• Consistency and enhancements in
culture setting, particularly relating
to people
• Excellence in staffing

• New and emerging strategies
and vision
• Enhanced communication

As people and as organisations, we are
often products of our past and current
circumstances and influences. But to
become all that God has created us to
be—our best us—we need to be changing and transforming in response to
God’s leading and shaping; this is our
more faithful response. This requires
change, and sometimes a significant intentional transition process to
achieve it and for it to stick. This is
done sometimes with only a tentative
glimpse or vision of what we are called
to but it is certainly done with hope and
trust that God is calling us to something
new. This is why we do transition. This
is why it is worth the uncertainty and
the change from what we are already
doing or know. Transition allows us to
make a significant shift which releases
new opportunities, fresh energies and
pathways, breaks down previously
insurmountable barriers and to keep
pace with our changing context.

“Discernment was key to this process of change through listening
to God and to others to discern what shape we were called to be,
and being willing to let go of everything along the way...”

Along the way…
• Listen to God, listen to others, listen to yourself
• Focus on the people all the time while changing the system, culture
and shape. During transition create the culture you are seeking and
discard the old where appropriate
• Listen to people’s heart and seek to understand each person—how
they feel, what they are concerned, hopeful, disappointed, passionate about—so you can journey with each person through change,
know how they will be impacted, help them cope, advocate for them,
and position them to flourish. Help people to understand how they
respond to change
• Observe and listen with people into the same space together (valuing
the differences). Be careful not to close down the exploring process
too soon
• Avoid the tendency to shut down tension, unhappiness, conflict—
these are helpful as long as they are not unhealthy
• Work out where you are by looking backwards first and then step
forwards together. Name reality, while coming to terms with the past,
clarifying current identity and discerning the future
• Hold your own tentative vision or glimpses of where the transition
might lead and keep it in sight, while being open to anything
• Help people to get on board with an emerging vision which they have
created, discerned, and contributed to. This might not be formal
vision setting, but everyone’s contribution creates the new thing or
the discerning of the new thing in some way
• Go with the flow—it won’t all go according to plan or the same as
previously.
• Over-communicate and make this a priority, particularly with staff
• Provide what assurance you can without undermining the process.
Understand that this is unsettling
• Use good processes
• Have hard conversations and do these as well as possible
• As a leader take responsibility for the transition, and be proactive,
intentional, and present
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In Appreciation

Kaye Reid

Paul Arnott

In late February Kaye Reid concluded her transitional leadership role with what until now has been the Mission and
Ministry Partner Department. You will read elsewhere Kaye’s
personal story of her time in this position. I write however
to formally express the deep gratitude of CCVT Council (and
the past M&M board) for the important contribution Kaye has
made, particularly in sensitively yet intentionally leading the
M&M team through the Renewal Challenge process. Kaye is
particularly gifted in leading and managing transitions, as
well as asking the questions that need to be asked about
both people and processes. We have been the recipient of
this grace-gift, both internally at Fairfield and in various CCVT
taskforces, but also in many of our churches and among
many of our ministers. Kaye concluded on February 26, and is
taking an extended break before discerning what God has for
her next. Please join us in giving thanks to God for her and in
praying for her next ministry and leadership step.

In mid-February Paul Arnott concluded in his role as Executive Director of Community Care. Paul commenced with Community Care in 2013 as it was re-imagining itself away from
a primary focus on the provision of aged care to a renewal
of its founding purpose “to establish and manage caring
and benevolent programs that directly serve the community
in accordance with the spirit and teaching of Jesus Christ”.
Paul, alongside the Community Care board, led this shift
with grace and a generous spirit. A broad survey indicating
possible activity areas for CCVT and churches and agencies,
more churches intentionally engaging their neighbourhoods
(often through CareWorks projects, included many ‘seed
funded’ by Community Care), a clearer understanding of
‘why’ we engage neighbourhoods, as well as a raised profile
for CCVT around issues of justice, are some of the legacies
of Paul’s leadership. Paul is moving to a part-time project
management role at Christian Ministry Advancement (formerly Christian Management Australia). Again, please join
us in giving thanks to God for Paul and in praying for his next
ministry and leadership role at CMA and beyond.

Paul Cameron
CCVT EO

Paul Cameron
CCVT EO
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Image: Young adult leaders from
Youth Vision’s leadership program ‘The FEW’

On Young Leaders
Writer Kat Deith, Youth Vision Vic/Tas
Youth Vision has the privilege of getting alongside youth
ministries across Victoria and Tasmania. I have personally
had the privilege to serve alongside some of the most committed, loyal, and faithful young adult leaders over the past
couple of years.
While training, teaching, serving, leading, and walking
alongside these amazing groups of young leaders to bring
about the Kingdom and share the joy of Jesus’ message using
camps, events, youth group evenings, and small groups, I
have learned some lessons.
Los del Rio, Survivor, Sophie Ellis-Baxtor, Macaulay Culkin.
These names may trigger some memory in your mind, a small
picture, an old tune, a loose image but nothing more. Why?
Because they were one-hit wonders—something/someone
that was the latest fad, momentarily the brightest shining
star, but soon fizzled out. They slipped to the background
and have now become that random tune that only pops occasionally into your head and even then you can’t pick it.
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Lesson one: Young leaders don’t want to be one-hit wonders
Many young leaders start out with a desire to sacrifice, to
give of themselves for God’s Kingdom. This is more than
a time or energy thing but a deep desire to give their lives
to something of meaning and purpose. They are not in it
for fame or short term self-interest but deeply desire to do
something with their lives. Something that is long lasting
and impacts others. Yes, there is a lot of growing up in the
process, but some of these young people are ready to fly.
In a culture that encourages the quick fix, the fast lane, the
short cut, I have been inspired by the desire for longevity
amongst our growing group of young leaders.
Instead of riding of the fact they are shiny and new, or
excited and passionate, we are seeing leaders who are
deepening themselves and their faith. There is an emerging
group of young leaders who are willing to be sharpened and
stretched, grown and pushed. Instead of reusing material

“In a culture that encourages the quick fix,
the fast lane, the short cut, I have been inspired
by the desire for longevity amongst our growing
group of young leaders.”
in the hopes of creating that one time
magic again, we are seeing leaders who
are thinking creatively and innovatively.
These leaders are stretching the
boundaries of what community, faith
and vocation look like through the lens
of being a Jesus-follower. Communities
are being reinvigorated by the bold new
steps these leaders are paving. Instead
of restricting themselves to the fact
they are young, they are embracing the
Word and walking in the words of Paul
in 1 Timothy and setting themselves as
examples to those younger and older.
They are demonstrating love through
action, peace through words, and unity
through presence to the communities
around them
Our emerging leaders recognise that
leadership is dependent on time. Time
spent gleaning from experienced leaders, time spent dwelling in the Word,
and time spent developing their character. Time takes time, it takes years
and, to my encouragement and amazement, I have seen many young leaders
acknowledge this. A particular group of
faithful young adults have spent years
refining their God-given talents through
serving at Illuminate camp. They have
recognised the importance of serving
over a period of time and the value of
passing on wisdom learned from those
who have come before.
Lesson two: Young leaders start with ‘a
gift of trust’
Yes trust is built over time but I feel that
young people trust quickly; they want
to trust, therefore they look for the kind
of relationships that reflect honesty
and encouragement. They desire to be
a part of communities where trust is a
two-way relationship. Young leaders
desire a space where they can learn to
trust leadership—this is so important
in their formation years. This type of

leadership does not look over their
shoulders with criticism but goes out of
its way to create environments where
mistakes are allowed, where they are
encouraged to try new things, and to
create. For young leaders, a part of
trusting relationships is more than
finding a trustworthy someone else but
arriving at a place where they can consider themselves a trustworthy person.
This about a process of young leaders
becoming the best forms of themselves.
Lesson three: Young leaders need you
We are well aware there are plenty of
resources and people available within
churches and organisations who can
speak into our lives. However, it’s actually quite difficult to access these people. Why? Because people appear busy.
Busyness is the thief of time. It’s the
distraction to purpose, it’s the voice
that tells young people that you don’t
have time for them.
I have the honour of mentoring one
of the most courageous and faithful
humans I know. Our mentoring relationship has been a blessing to me and
taught me so much about what bravery
looks like to live the everyday for Jesus.
To be faithful with the small things and
to invest deeply in relationships. I was
saddened I hadn’t started earlier, and
even more so when I found out she was
afraid to ask. I wondered why and her
response was that I appeared busy. I
appeared busy—and I may have been
busy too. But busyness should not be a
badge of honour but an area that needs
work and refinement.
Young people know that they are not
alone but sometimes find it difficult
to get access to people that can speak
into their lives.

Lesson four: Young leaders need you,
they also need community and you
need them
Young leaders need community. That
group of leaders on Illuminate camp
often reflect on the wisdom shared to
them from the older leaders. They have
reflected on the legacy set before them,
the sense of family, history and story
painted before. There is a strong recognition that we young leaders are not
the be-all and end-all. We aren’t your
hope for the future, but instead we play
a part in the story the church is already
shaping, the story God has invited us
into and the richness of stability and
identity that arises out of that. You
see, young leaders need you. We need
our elders, ministers, and those who
have walked before us to be there for
us, to be passing on wisdom, encouraging that fire in our bellies for God’s
Kingdom to come alive. We need that
gentle or at times stern word in the right
direction. Young leaders begin with the
foundation of trust, and it is imperative we have a community of believers
and encouragers behind us capturing
that trust and releasing us into spaces
where we can lead, grow, and develop.
With that trusting nature, we look to our
leaders, ministers, and elders to too
be setting the example. To be trustful
of your teams, releasing of your teams,
encouraging of them finding new ways
to do things. We need our leaders and
we look to our leaders to set the pace.
I remember distinctly visiting a local
church and seeing the incredible
respect the team had for each other and
their roles. Together their goal was to
serve the neighbourhood, and they did
that with many of the local churches in
the area. I was so encouraged by practical outplay of unity and was spurred
to ask how this is possible. The younger
leader looked at me with a puzzled face
and said, “Our leaders meet together
with the local churches every month
and we are encouraged to do the
same”—said as if it was a silly question.
The young guys were mimicking what
was modelled to them. Young leaders
not only need you, they watch you. How
you interact with others, how you use
your time, how you invest in them.
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Indicators Of A
H e a l t hy D i s c i p l e
Image: Young adult leaders preparing
for the day on Illuminate Camp.
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Writer Andrew Menzies,
Stirling Theological College

T

here appears to be a recovery of the importance of
discipleship in Christian circles. If you Google ‘discipleship’ or ‘discipleship training’ or ‘discipleship
resources’ you will see what I mean. This is an important
trend and begs the question, “However did we ever forget
about discipleship?” I hope this spells the beginning of the
end of a consumerist approach to Christianity and a return to
what our own movement was named for: becoming ‘Disciples
of Christ’ (i.e. Churches of Christ), across the church.

I suspect this trend has emerged from tired pastors and
consultants to churches who have realised that they actually can’t do much with a crowd of consumers. It has no
doubt been aided by a deep impulse within the church that
Alan Hirsch calls, ‘apostolic genius’. How can you develop a
church towards maturity (Eph 4) if people will simply leave
(go elsewhere or just go) at the first point of discomfort?
Paul reminds us that God can use all things for his purposes
(Rom 8:28) so let us celebrate and encourage any thrust
towards the making of disciples.
It has been an enriching task to identify what the indicators
of a healthy disciple are. Initially I flicked through the many
1970’s and 1980’s books on discipleship that sit on my
bookshelf. It seems that discipleship was a popular topic a
generation ago and fewer texts have been published until
recently. As I retraced many of these books I was struck by
how personally oriented the idea of discipleship was back
then. Sure there were exceptions (for example Athol Gill and

John Smith were Australian influences associated with mission and discipleship) but generally discipleship was about
things like memorising Bible verses, active involvement in
church, and evangelism. We definitely need to recover these,
but Biblical discipleship is a bigger more holistic idea, if we
take Christ’s teaching seriously.
The seven themes I have come up with are not conclusive.
They cannot be. Discipleship, like personal growth, is ongoing and life-long. The best and worst examples are often
older people who have endured a life of trials and temptations, although there are plenty of younger examples. As I
observe the healthiest godly disciples that I know I see they
are not loud, triumphant, ‘overly-spiritual’ people. They have
often had great scars inflicted, and tests which have been
thrown upon them and formed them very deeply. Often this is
what has stripped them of floss and simplification, and confirmed and deepened their faith and discipleship. Iron has
indeed sharpened iron (Prov 27:17). Jesus’ ultimate example
for his followers was at huge personal cost and went all the
way to the Cross (Phil 2:1-11). So this is dense terrain that
requires great care and reflection.
These seven indicators of a healthy disciple of Christ remind
me of our overwhelming need for God’s grace. Phil 1:6
reminds us that we can be confident that, “He who began
a good work in you will carry it on to completion.” (NIV)
Remember, our journey of discipleship depends on the Holy
Spirit’s enabling power (Acts 4:29).
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A Disciple builds up the Body of Christ
It is easy to find fault with any group of
people or organisation, especially one
that is set apart as the living example to
the world of Christ. How else can Christ
be seen at work in the world unless
through his Body? But easy as it is to
criticise, the Bible is very, very clear
(Heb 10:25 for example) that we should
not give up meeting together as a local
community of Christ followers (disciples). We should persist, contribute
reform, unify and build up (Mark 3:25).
We each bring unique and different

is the loss of local community as one’s
primary reference point for belonging.
Our decentralised, networked, consumerist lives propel us away from our
neighbours who are the very ones Jesus
especially calls us to love (Matt 22:3740, Luke 10:25-37). Many Christians
drive past a dozen or more churches to
get to their own church of preference
miles from where they live. This is a
relevant problem if we are to consider
discipleship seriously and not just
individualistically and hopefully results
in the planting of new churches so they
don’t need to drive so far.

(1 Thess 2:4, 1 Pt 3:15). Beware the
person or group who is always moving
forward boldly and confidently without
any capacity for reflection and listening.
If you do nothing else after reading this
short piece I encourage you to read and
apply Gal 5:22-23, “But the fruit of the
Spirit is love, joy, peace, forbearance,
kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self- control. Against such
things there is no law.” Imagine the
world and our churches if more people
worked on these fruit.

“We don’t participate in a local church for our own needs and
preferences firstly—we serve, give, listen, and participate
together to discern and serve God’s leading.”
gifts and together as a mission-focused
community we are to radiate Christ
locally and beyond. We don’t participate in a local church for our own
needs and preferences firstly—we serve,
give, listen, and participate together
to discern and serve God’s leading. As
Rohan Dredge from Discovery Church
aptly says, “Each of us needs all of us”.
Theologically this is called sociality—we
are who we are by virtue of our membership with one another.
A Disciple has healthy engagement in
the local community
Everything about the bias of the New
Testament church is local. The local and
particular really matter and form our
local theology. In Churches of Christ,
that is why one church doesn’t tell
another what to believe or what’s its
priorities should be. We follow the
maxim, ‘In essentials unity, in non-essentials liberty, in all things charity.’
Indeed in recent decades a whole conversation about local theology (Shreiter,
Sedmak, Bevin, The Missional Network,
et al.) has developed. If the local school
burns down, if there is crime, if there
is recession, if there is homelessness,
if there is prosperity, we all rise or fall
together. One of the great challenges of
modern life due to mass urbanisation
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A Disciple is committed to
personal growth
Christ led a perfect life and yet displayed a life of ongoing growth, fruit
and inquiry. None of us are perfect
and yet we are called to follow Christ
(Matt 10:38) and become like him
(3 Jn 1:11). Often discipleship is limited
to church requirements and imagination, yet most problems in modern
church life stem from a lack of ongoing
personal growth in each of us. People
get entrenched in positions and take
their defences against those who
threaten. Too few of us understand our
temperament and how we are wired.
Too few of us are self-aware as mature
beings. Too few of us evaluate our real
motivations. Too few of us maintain a
vibrant and reflective inner life that is
committed to reflective practice. Too
few of us willingly submit ourselves to
supervision. Think about the famous
parable of the ‘Good Samaritan’ in
Luke 10:25-37. It was only told by Jesus
after an expert in the law persisted in
asking for clarification about who was
his neighbour? We need to keep probing, asking, listening and reflecting. We
need to be open to counsel as part of
our discipleship. We need to keep growing in our understanding of the Gospel
so we can give adequate explanation

A Disciple understands their Vocation
I have been blessed to be commissioned through the prayers of my
congregation or denomination for each
ministry I have been called to. A friend
of mine, a dedicated follower of Christ
for more years than me who is a gifted
healer (in the health profession), has
never has such an experience. When
will we as Christ’s church more fully
equip and send all of our people into
the world as parents, children, workers,
students, and volunteers? We have a
very limited vision for God’s mission in
the world compared to God’s. The Body
of Christ is the only Biblical model
outlined for the gathering and dispersal
of Christians but it should always result
in sending out of church (Matthew
28:18-20, Luke 10:2) and not staying
in church. Current practice reminds
me of the old parable of the ship that
never sailed across the ocean because
its owners were too busy protecting it
from the dangers of the ocean. We each
are called to be ministers of Christ and
most mission and ministry occurs on
Monday to Saturday.

“I am concerned that the work of justice has been unnecessarily
radicalised and therefore perceived as a task only for some extreme
people. Sometimes the work of justice is marginalised by the very
radicals who work for it—I hope unintentionally.”
A Disciple practices love
Jesus was very clear about love. It is
the centre of his teaching and is to
be the central motivation in our lives
(Matt 22:37-40). Nothing is more important than love according to Jesus’ teaching. A disciple of Christ cannot avoid
this. This creates profound moral and
ethical responses. Most moral teaching
is for our benefit as well as the benefit
of those around us. Our moral and ethical behaviour should be a reflection of
our commitment to the practice of love:
whether to our family members, friends
or the unknown person in a sweatshop.
Our practice of justice comes from this
centre also but it is mentioned so many
times throughout the Bible that it needs
its own specific focus.
A Disciple has a deep concern
for justice
I am concerned that the work of justice
has been unnecessarily radicalised and
therefore perceived as a task only for
some extreme people. Sometimes the
work of justice is marginalised by the
very radicals who work for it—I hope
unintentionally. Biblically, justice is a
central value we each need to reflect
upon and work for. Isaiah (58:6-9)
comments how much God hates our
worship and prayer when are unconcerned about injustice, “Is not this the
kind of fasting I have chosen: to loose
the chains of injustice and untie the
cords of the yoke, to set the oppressed
free and break every yoke? Is it not to
share your food with the hungry and to
provide the poor wanderer with shelter—when you see the naked, to clothe
them, and not to turn away from your
own flesh and blood? Then your light

will break forth like the dawn, and your
healing will quickly appear; then your
righteousness will go before you, and
the glory of the Lord will be your rear
guard. Then you will call, and the Lord
will answer; you will cry for help, and he
will say: Here am I.”
In the workplace, community, school,
and in some families this can require
great courage as our security or even
our safety can be threatened. As Tom
Wright says, “Part of the task of the
church must be to take up that sense
of injustice, to bring it to speech, to
help people articulate it and, when
they are ready to do so, to turn it into
prayer. And the task then continues
with the church’s work with the whole
local community, to foster programs for
better housing, schools, and community facilities, to encourage new job
opportunities, to campaign and cajole
and work with local government and
councils, and, in short, to foster hope
at any and every level.”

A Disciple invests in the lives of others
Any of us, over time and with effort,
can develop these first six domains.
The good news is that effort and concentration does get us somewhere and
because the Holy Spirit is empowering
us and willing us in our pursuit of Christ,
we should be able to see positive steps
over time. However it isn’t all about
me (or you). The life of a disciple is a
communal life that needs others. A
healthy disciple should be formally and
informally mentored by others, who are
ahead on the journey. So too should
a disciple invest in others with less
experience. We should encourage each
other onwards and upwards (Heb 3:13,
1 Thess 5:11). I am where I am today
largely because after I met Jesus, I met
a local youth pastor who took time in a
busy schedule to help guide me in the
areas I have noted above (and plenty of
others). We are still friends today and
he is still developing people. He leaves
a rich legacy of people who are closer to
Christ because of his patient and godly
counsel. Jesus, after all said, “Go and
make disciples.” (Matt 28:18-20).
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W hy
Safe Places
Matter
Writer Tess Oliver
with Russell Hoath
Churches of Christ Insurance (CCI)
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C

CVT is firmly committed to providing safe places for all people in its
churches, agencies, and missional activities. This commitment forms a central part of CCVT becoming a Renewal Movement, of building Communities
of Hope and Compassion and of developing Leaders for these communities.
Central to this is the development of an ‘organisational culture of safety’ within
CCVT in order to promote the wellbeing of all people we come into contact with
and to reduce the risk of harm occurring to individuals and communities. A ‘safety
culture’ also works towards ensuring that the nature of CCVT’s mission—one of
hope and compassion and of Christian service to the wider community—is not
undermined or devalued as a result of harm or neglect occurring under our watch.
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What is meant by ‘safety’ and a ‘safety culture’?

Areas of focus within CCVT

The term ‘safety’ can have many meanings. While it is
often seen to mean taking steps to provide protection
from physical injuries and accidents, it also incorporates
a number of other meanings including protection from
emotional, physical, sexual, spiritual, and financial abuse
or exploitation—acts that have no place within any CCVT
environment. It also incorporates refraining from acts of
discrimination and of respecting the dignity, privacy, and
freedom of choice of individuals.

In creating a safety culture CCVT’s aim is to ensure that all
people—congregants, visitors, workers, Ministers, or volunteers, of all ages, stages, cultural backgrounds and abilities—
are provided with environments in which they can feel and
be safe physically, mentally, emotionally, and spiritually at
all times. This is based on the recognition of the risk of harm
in unsafe places to individuals and communities, as well as
the potential for financial liabilities, workers’ compensation
claims, undermining of mission and reputational damage.

Developing a safety culture cannot be done in an isolated
or piecemeal manner but rather needs to be integral to an
organisation. SafeWork Australia puts it this way: “there
is no ‘safety’ culture that can be divorced from the wider
organisational culture…..Rather the organisational culture is
the context or environment within which the organisation is
understood.” In other words, safety has to be central to the
culture and not something that is developed separately from
it or created as some sort of ‘added extra’.

Development of CCVT safe places will need to incorporate the
following:

CCVT recognises that the purpose of the church’s existence
is not to be inward-focussed but to reach out to others in
the wider neighborhood—in other words to be missional
in focus. Safety within that context emerges not from merely
meeting legal compliance but from acting in service and
love to others, and in being particularly mindful of caring
for those who are at a higher risk of harm. Developing safe
places is also based on the Biblical principles of justice and
love while remaining responsive and adaptive to the surrounding culture.

• Emotionally and spiritually safe environments. These environments need to be places where ethical standards such
as respect, justice, compassion, love, and truthfulness are
adhered to, as outlined in the CCVT Practice of Ministry
Code of Ethics document.
• Safe physical environments. Of particular importance to
this is sound risk management—a process of identifying
hazards, evaluating risk levels, and implementing risk
control procedures to reduce or eliminate the risk of harm
occurring. Areas for consideration include fire safety, electrical testing and tagging, building safety and others.
• Resources regarding physical safety include the Redbook
program for compliance with essential safety measures,
and external resources such as those produced by Worksafe Victoria which cover occupational health and safety
in workplaces.
• Safe places for children. This needs to include conducting
thorough background screening for people who work with
children and the refining of codes of practice for working
with children and young people.
Some useful resources include the Duty of Care for Responsible Leadership of Children and Youth document, as well
as the ChildSafe (childsafe.org.au) program which provides
publications, training materials and support for the purposes
of improving child safety.
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Implementation
Throughout 2016 CCVT will be working on the Safe Places
project, which will examine, review and build on current
safety procedures and practices in order to develop
environments that are as safe and nurturing as possible for
all people. Areas to be covered include:
• Safety policies and procedures. This involves reviewing all
current policies and procedures regarding safety, identifying any deficiencies, making any necessary changes and
developing new policies where required
• Development of codes of conduct for establishing behavioural guidelines and expectations.
• Recruitment practices involving thorough screening,
adequate training, and ongoing supervision. This needs to
include Working With Children checks and police checks
for people who will be involved with children

“In creating a safety culture
CCVT’s aim is to ensure that
all people—congregants,
visitors, workers, Ministers, or
volunteers, of all ages, stages,
cultural backgrounds and
abilities—are provided with
environments in which they
can feel and be safe physically,
mentally, emotionally, and
spiritually at all times”

• Policies and procedures for complaints, safe reporting of
concerns, supportive mechanisms and disciplinary actions
• Legal obligations, including mandatory reporting of suspected child abuse – which will need to include keeping
up-to-date with current Victorian legislation regarding
disclosure of offences and minimum child safety standards
• Any other identified areas relating to safety and risk
reduction
CCVT sincerely believes that investing time into changing the
culture and safety practices where required will be well worth
the effort in a number of ways. This includes the prevention
of harm and meeting of our legal obligations, but also ‘going
the extra mile’ in creating the types of environments that
facilitate our calling as a Renewal Movement, and that foster
the spiritual and emotional wellbeing of people in our care.
Documents mentioned in this article are available online at
churchesofchrist.org.au
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Carols At Nama
Writer Andrew Tonkin, Mildura Church of Christ
For the fifth year running a team of people from Mildura
church partnered with John Saulo of Sunraysia Indigenous
Church Ministry to run our annual 'Carols at Nama' Christmas
outreach at Dareton. We again had a wonderful time sharing
the message of Christmas with the local people. But this
year there were a few last minute changes that impacted the
overall event.
Planning was well underway when the weather forecast
caused us to rethink our strategy. The carols program was
scheduled for Saturday December 19. The weather forecast for that day was 44 degrees. Yes, you read that right:
44 degrees. In previous years the event was held on the football ground at Namatjita Avenue, an Aboriginal housing area
about 5 kilometres out of Dareton. The football oval looks
more like a dry and dusty paddock with more prickles and
broken glass than grass. And there is absolutely no shade
there whatsoever. Did I really want to be standing out in that
oval for five or six hours in 44 degree heat? No! And considering that we wanted to attract as many children and families to
the event as possible, we didn't think it would be a good idea
for them to be out in such heat with no shade either. So after
talking things over with John Saulo, and seeking permission
from the local council, we decided to move things into a park
in Dareton where there was at least plenty of grass and tall
trees for shade.
Jumping castles were blown up. Band equipment and a stage
were assembled. A BBQ fired up and the people from around
the community began to gather. We hired a bus to bring people in from Nama. Soon there was about sixty people enjoying a terrific carnival atmosphere. Our band played a dozen
or so Christmas carols and a guest from local church Gracehouse performed a short acoustic set. Children tore about all
over the place, enjoying the jumping castles and pony rides.
Over one hundred sausages and one hundred hamburgers
were consumed by the hungry crowd and we barely kept up
with the demand for cold drinks.
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“We again had a wonderful time
sharing the message of Christmas
with the local people.”

A very generous donation of toys and other gifts was given
by Southern Illawarra Church of Christ (south of Wollongong)
and when Santa made an appearance with the toys and lolly
bags the whole place erupted into a sea of squealing children with grins from ear to ear—although this was possibly
an occupational health and safety issue; Santa was almost
crushed to death.
The evening program wrapped up with a brief but powerful
Gospel message from John Saulo.
Although numbers were down quite a bit from previous years
(I really don't blame people from staying home on such an
extremely hot day) there were many happy children and
thankful parents and I received many very positive comments
from the local people.
I would like to acknowledge the generosity of the CCVT Indigenous Ministry Fund for the grant that helped cover many
of the costs for the day. Also I want to thank the Southern
Illawarra Church of Christ for the gifts that put a smile on so
many faces. And finally to the Mildura Church of Christ for the
ongoing commitment to the ministry at Dareton.

Unless A Seed…
Writer Michael Vanderree, Communities Team
“Listen carefully: Unless a grain of wheat is buried in the
ground, dead to the world, it is never any more than a grain
of wheat. But if it is buried, it sprouts and reproduces itself
many times over. In the same way, anyone who holds on to
life just as it is destroys that life. But if you let it go, reckless
in your love, you’ll have it forever, real and eternal.”
John 12:24-25 (The Message)
These words of Jesus are confronting. All the more so when
attributed to congregational life. Congregations are called to
live, serve, minister, and respond to God in the world, doing
so in the light of mortality—living with the willingness to lay
down what we hold in order for a new story to emerge.
At the end of 2014 the leaders of Essendon Church of Church,
who at that point were on the verge of celebrating 100 years
of ministry, decided that it may be time to allow their stewardship of community life at 52 Buckley St to be laid down in
order for a new story to emerge.
Through many interactions with the staff of CCVT, the development of a transition team made up of members of CCVT
staff and members of neighbouring churches and representatives of Essendon church, the journey of ‘death’ and ‘resurrection’ took on new meaning.
The core decision was this, the existing congregation of
Essendon church decided that the time had come to transition the congregation from 52 Buckley St to Arcadia Residential Aged Care, and that the 52 Buckley St site be entrusted,
through CCVT, to the development of a new ministry story.
This decision was gracious, courageous, hopeful, and
challenging.
Gracious, because the leadership demonstrated an open
handed approach to the future. The leadership could have
gone the pathway of attempts at frenetic activity to keep ministry happening, or entered into a type of paralysis that made
decision making next to impossible.

Courageous, because the leadership and membership took
the time to consider and develop a realistic assessment of
themselves. They made a decision based on their look in the
mirror. That is a brave thing to do.
Hopeful, because the core conviction of the congregation
was that death is not be feared because we worship a God
who knows how to get out of the grave. The closure of a congregation is not the end of to story. For this community two
stories emerge out of one. A new one at Arcadia, and a new
one at 52 Buckley St.
Challenging, because the journey involves acknowledging
all the human realities of grief and loss, engagement and
planning, uncertainty and questioning. The pathway has
involved careful listening to the hopes and expectations of
the congregation and particular curating of transitioning. In
June 2015, the Essendon church agreed upon the final decision of closure with services commencing at Arcadia shortly
thereafter. The transition team continued to manage and
lead the provision of ministry for the Arcadia congregation,
and in 2016 a new community will emerge at 52 Buckley St,
under the leadership of Discovery church.
Through this process, I learned first to keep alert to a sense
of wonder. Resurrection will always surprise us. New beginnings come from unexpected places, but they only come
when we are prepared to lay down what is precious.
Second, to keep a listening ear and remember. Remember
things the way they were. Remember the limits we have;
ability, energy, and ministry. Remember that we cannot bring
substantive change; that is something God does as we partner together.
Thirdly, to be open to the adventure of risk. The engagement
of God’s future means that we are open to move from what
is known and predictable to what might be experienced as
unforeseen and risky.
It is all part of the good news story. Unless a grain of wheat …
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Pathways to doing better...
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Our Mission:
“To be a movement of the people of God gathering
in and around the central figure of Jesus Christ,
empowered by the Holy Spirit, living out his way in our
neighbourhoods and inviting others to do the same.”
Our Goal:
To Build Communities of Hope and Compassion
and develop Leaders to lead them.

Our Relationship with Affiliates looks like:
1.

2.

1.

How CCVT interacts with Affiliates
CCVT exists to serve our affiliated Communities of
Hope and Compassion through…
• Regional Conversations and Clusters
• Taskforces
• Support and Accountability for Leaders
• Placement and Employment support for Ministers
• CCVT Resources and Publications
• Direct one-on-one conversations with Leaders of
Affiliated Communities
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2.

How Affiliates interact with CCVT
CCVT exists to serve, so it is vital that affiliated
communities have a voice into the life of CCVT.
Affiliated communities have a voice in how CCVT
operates through…
• Board Nominations
• CCVT Inc’s Annual General Meeting
• Regional Conversations and Clusters
• Discernment Groups
• Taskforces
• Direct one-on-one contact with CCVT team

CCVT’s Functional Areas
Functional Areas are the lens through which CCVT is structured. Each Functional
Area reflects a facet of CCVT’s core goal and Functional Area works in close relationship with the others to facilitate integrated, holistic support for our affiliated
communities and their leaders.

Leadership

Communities

Operations

The Leadership Functional Area is
responsible for the support of leaders
in affiliated communities; both paid
leaders (sometimes called ministers)
and unpaid leaders.

The Communities Functional Area
is responsible for the support and
resourcing of affiliated communities
(which may look like churches as we
have known them) as they seek to be
signs, witnesses, and foretastes of the
Kingdom of God here on Earth.

The Operations Functional Area is
responsible for the practical support
of affiliated communities in the dayto-day practicalities of running a
church or organisation, facilitating and
releasing people into God’s calling in
their neighbourhoods.

Areas include:

Areas include:

• Community Vision

• Financial Services

• Growth, Health, and Resilience

• Property Services

• Ministry Placement

• Trusteeship

• Clusters

• Insurance

• Funding and Grants

• Employment

• New Communities and
Church Planting

• Governance

• Areas include:
• Lifelong Learning
• Formation and Development
• Ministry Endorsement
• Marriage Licences
• Ministry Placement
• Eldership
• Youth Vision, CCVT’s youth and
young adults arm

• Neighbourhood Engagement
and Mission

“CCVT exists to support, equip, and release affiliated communities
into their God-given vision to be signs, witnesses, and foretastes of
the Kingdom of God in their local neighbourhoods.”
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Highlighting

FUNCTIONAL AREAS

LEADERSHIP
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COMMUNITIES

O P E R AT I O N S

Highlighting

Leadership Functional Area
The Leadership Team specialises in the support and growth of leaders who in turn support and grow
their communities that are active in mission. The Leadership team is responsible for the support of both
paid leaders (which may look like ministers as we have known them) and unpaid leaders.
The Leadership team wants to see all leaders in all communities growing in mission and ministry, as
measured by the Renewal Challenge indicators. They do this through focuses on:
FORMATION

DEVELOPMENT

LIFELONG LEARNING

Preparing leaders for leadership
in Communities of Hope and Compassion and their neighbourhoods.
This includes paid leaders and volunteer leaders who are active in
churches, agencies, and in workplaces
and neighbourhoods.

Training, mentoring, and developing
new leaders, and supporting more
leaders in Communities of Hope
and Compassion.

Supporting all people in ministry-leadership to participate in relevant,
engaging, and equipping professional
development processes.

The Team

Philip Kua
Team Leader

Karina Bentley
Administration & Support

Scott Mageean
Youth Vision Co-Leader

Mitchell Salmon
Youth Vision
Communications & Resources

For more information about the Youth Vision team, including
news, resources, and upcoming events, head to
churchesofchrist.org.au/YouthVision
For more information about the Leadership team, including
news, resources, and upcoming events, head to
churchesofchrist.org.au/leadership

Jason ‘Jay’ Sawyer
Lifelong Learning

Kat Deith
Youth Vision Co-Leader &
Ministry Projects

Contact
T: 03 9488 8800
E: leadership@churchesofchrist.org.au
E: yv@churchesofchrist.org.au (for Youth Vision)
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Communities Functional Area
The Communities Functional Area is responsible for the support and resourcing of affiliated
communities (which may look like churches as we have known them) as they seek to be
signs, witnesses, and foretastes of the Kingdom of God here on Earth.
The Communities team wants to see all leaders in all communities growing in mission and
ministry, as measured by the Renewal Challenge indicators. They do this through focuses on:
NEW COMMUNITIES

RENEWAL

RESILIENCE

Preparing leaders for leadership in Communities of
Hope and Compassion and
their neighbourhoods. This
includes paid leaders and
volunteer leaders who are
active in churches, agencies, and in workplaces and
neighbourhoods.

Training, mentoring, and
developing new leaders, and
supporting more leaders
in Communities of Hope
and Compassion.

Supporting all people in
ministry-leadership to participate in relevant, engaging,
and equipping professional
development processes.

Michael Vanderree
Team Leader

Karina Bentley
Administration & Support

Gabriel Hingley
Neighbourhood Engagement
Catalyst

Catherine Hingley
Neighbourhood Engagement
Catalyst

Nathan Oliver
New Communities
Development Catalyst

Scott Mageean
New Communities
Development Catalyst

NEIGHBOURHOOD
ENGAGEMENT
Encouraging and supporting all communities to
be engaging in with their
neighbourhoods in ways that
are relevant to their unique
context, and being a sign,
witness, and foretaste of
the Kingdom.

The Team

For more information about the Communities team, including
news, resources, and upcoming events, head to
churchesofchrist.org.au/communities

Contact
T: 03 9488 8800
E: communities@churchesofchrist.org.au

The Communities Team also works with CareWorks partners to
provide practical support to people in need in neighbourhoods
across Vic/Tas. Neighbourhood engagement is facilitated
through Community Care, a Public Benevolent Institution.

Contact
E: communitycare@churchesofchrist.org.au
W: churchesofchrist.org.au/communitycare
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Highlighting

Operations Functional Area
The Operations Team specialises in providing practical support in areas of property and
finance to communities that are engaged in mission in their neighbourhoods, as well as
support in areas of policy and the practicalities it takes to run an effective organisation.
The Operations team wants to see all leaders and all communities supported and resourced
to live out their calling in their unique neighbourhoods, as measured by the Renewal
Challenge indicators. They do this through focuses on:
LOGISTICS

FINANCIAL SERVICES

SAFE PLACES

Supporting the practical running of a
church or agency including trusteeship
and property services, corporate
services, and compliance to facilitate
the mission and ministry of the church
or agency.

Providing financial support and
benefits through Churches of Christ
Financial Services and Churches of
Christ Insurance.

Supporting communities in making
their buildings, people, and systems
safe for all people by managing risk
through Redbook.

The Team

Joel Plotnek
Team Leader

Melanie Milson
Administration &
Support

Frank Morabito
Finance Director

Peggy Harker
Assistant Accountant

Olivia Katiyo
Operations Services
Officer

Karen Wilson
Finance & Operations
Services Officer

Russel Hoath
Insurance & Risk
Management Director

Liz Matheson
Insurance Account
Executive

Stuart Campbell
Mara Novembre
Business Development Client Liaison Officer
& Relationship Manager

For more information about the Operations team, including
news, resources, and upcoming events, head to
churchesofchrist.org.au/operations

Contact
T: 03 9488 8800
E: operations@churchesofchrist.org.au

The Operations team also provides risk management and
insurance support tailored to churches and agencies through
Churches of Christ Insurance (CCI).

Contact
W: cofcinsurance.org.au

Financial advice and support, including banking and
financial services, is provided through Churches of Christ
Financial Services (CCFS).

Contact
W: ccfsaustralia.org.au
E: info@ccfsaustralia.org.au
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Philip Kua
Leadership Team Leader
Philip Kua has been a pastor of Clayton Church of Christ for 16 years.
In that time his significant contribution to local church life had been
in small group ministries, community care and missions, discipleship
culture, and as senior team leader. Prior to full time church ministry he
worked for a Human Resource Development consultancy and then
co-pioneered and managed a small business.
Philip is married to Poh Choo and they have 3 grown children. Philip and
Poh Choo believe that they are in a new season of ministry and desire
that their lifelong learning, ministry experiences, and continuing passion
for the local church can be utilised to fuel the multiplication of churches.

What are you looking forward
to most in this new role?

I am looking forward to joining the team of dedicated and experienced leaders in
CCVT and I hope to bring to the team my unique experiences and prayerfully be
able to contribute positively to the task of Renewal.

What are your priorities and
particular areas of interest?

The first few months are going to be exciting and enjoyable as I get about Vic/Tas
to get to know church leaders and their hearts. I would like to explore ministry
areas the Leadership Team can value-add to the local churches and leaders. My
particular interest is in re-imagining church.

How do you see your role
contributing to Building
Communities and Hope and
Compassion and developing
Leaders to lead them?

I see my role as facilitator and encourager to any leader or group seeking to build
a Community of Hope and Compassion. My commitment is to leaders as is needed
and though specific objectives of the role may evolve, my function will always be
as a facilitator.

How do you feel as you step
into this new role?

This role is not only new to me but also to CCVT. I feel a little nervous simply
because of ’unknowns’. But more than nerves, I sense the rightness of time and
purpose of God in this role. Thank you for the privilege and opportunity to serve
the Lord in this way.
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Michael Vanderree
Communities Team Leader
Prior to joining the CCVT Mission and Ministry team in 2011, Michael
has served in a pastoral leadership role for 28 years across four congregations within the Christian Reformed Churches of Australia.
His journey towards CCVT was made possible through partner Joanne’s
study at Stirling (then CCTC) in the late 90s and the subsequent development of many friendships and collegial relationships. Along the way
he has completed an undergraduate degree in theology at the Reformed
Theological College, a post grad certificate in Human Resources, and is
currently working towards the completion of a Masters of Theological
Studies through Stirling.
In his down time he enjoys time with family and friends, bike riding,
hiking, a good book and movie, and in the other 5 minutes working
on changes, additions, and renovations to his old hills house. He and
Joanne have been married for 34 years and have three adult married children. As of October 2015 Michael became an Opa (that is, grandfather).

What are you looking forward
to most in your role?

I am looking forward to see the impact and contribution of the new members
appointed to the Communities Team, which means we can focus on working alongside affiliated Communities of Hope and Compassion to see the development of
healthy, engaged, responsive and connected Communities of faith.

What are your priorities and
particular areas of interest?

To explore further ways in which communities are better together as we develop
ways to work collaboratively and discover the strength of sharing resources where
that might add to our common mission. To name and risk into neighbourhood
creative endeavours and imaginative experiments that will serve the mission of our
churches as communities of hope and compassion. To build pathways and practices of internal resilience and future focused common life.

What are the challenges you
see ahead?

A metaphor I am drawn to is that of ‘turning up the volume’. A priority for the
Communities Team is that we focus attention around the key areas of New Communities, Neighbourhood Engagement, Vision and Purpose, Health and Resilience.
Raising the volume if you like, around these priorities.
One of the challenges I see is that by and large communities have a preference for
doing things in a particular way. We have history, practice, memory that is deeply
and profoundly embedded in a story that goes way back. One of the challenges is
that our world has and is changing, and the call is for a response that is commensurate with that change.

How do you feel as you
enter 2016?
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The last year or so has been a significant period of re-orientation as a movement.
We have used the language of ‘living into the future’ as we have worked towards
the realignment of direction and future. It is great to be at a significant launching
point for CCVT, where the teams are in place and partnerships of Building Communities of Hope and Compassion can grow in new and meaningful ways. I am
hopeful and trusting for a good year.

Joel Plotnek
Operations Team Leader
Joel Plotnek has worked with Churches of Christ in a number of roles
over the last fifteen years. He has a long track record of commercial and
finance experience, working in public accounting and not-for-profits.
He sits as the CCVT representative on the University of Divinity Council
as well as a number of other boards and committees. As well as leading
the Operations Team Joel heads up CCFS (Churches of Christ Financial
Services). Joel is married with two teenage girls to keep him busy along
with a number of business interests and creative projects on the go,
including managing his Messianic musician brother Phil.

What are you looking forward
to most in your role?

This will be a transitional role for me, so I look forward to establishing a strong
team to support the ongoing work of CCVT and its future leadership.

What are your priorities and
particular areas of interest?

I’m entrepreneurial and wired for growth and development. My passion is to see
church growth through mission and neighbourhood engagement. So my priorities are around finding creative ways to fund and finance this, and developing
savvy and innovative business models that can interface with church mission.
For example, cafés, community centres, and childcare are great ways of bridging
mission into the local community. But there are lots of other exciting options
we’re exploring.

What are the challenges you
see ahead?

One of the critical challenges for the church has always been about contextualising mission into the surrounding neighbourhood. Out of this, we explore how we
can help communities discover their mission and support it.

How do you see your role
contributing to Building
Communities and Hope and
Compassion and developing
Leaders to lead them?

My role will be helping to connect the dots with CCVT strategy and resourcing for
Churches of Christ in Victoria and Tasmania. The specifics of this for me will be
around making the best use of our property and financial resources.

How do you feel as you
enter 2016?

2015 was a tough year for me personally. So I’m looking forward to 2016 being a
very positive year, both personally and in my multiple roles for Churches of Christ.
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Other CCVT Team Members
The largest portion of the CCVT team operates through the lens of the Functional Area teams,
but a number of staff work to support and resource all three Functional Area teams in diverse
roles within CCVT.
CCVT Executive Officer Paul Cameron works with the Functional Area Team Leaders as well as
with CCVT Council (and with the CCVT Board after May 2016 AGM) to set vision and encourage
the work of the Functional Area teams in Building Communities of Hope and Compassion and
developing Leaders to lead them.
This team works with focuses on:
VISION

GOVERNANCE

COMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEMS & PROCESSES

Setting and maintaining
vision in collaboration with
the Functional Area Team
Leaders and teams and
establishing plans for how to
achieve this vision.

Maintaining organisational compliance with the
Churches of Christ in Victoria
and Tasmania Inc constitution and managing events
such as the Annual General
Meeting and Special General
Meetings (as required).

Gathering and sharing
stories, news, and events
from around our movement
and creating and distributing engaging and prophetic
resources to support affiliated
leaders and communities in
their neighbourhood mission.

Managing and maintaining
systems that help Functional
Area teams, and assist
leaders and communities to
be effective Communities of
Hope and Compassion.

Paul Cameron
Executive Officer

Claire Egan
Executive Assistant

Andrea Mayes
Processing Officer

Elia Coluccio
Receptionist &
Admin Assistant

Collette De Silva
Safe Places Research Officer

Mitchell Salmon
Communications Officer

Elise Andrews
Graphic Designer

The Team

Contact:
T: 9488 8800
E: ccvt@churchesofchrist.org.au
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Your Story, Our Story
Do you have a story you would like to share with the movement of
Churches of Christ in Victoria and Tasmania? Have you seen God at work
in your neighbourhood and you are bursting to share what he is up to?
CCVT welcomes stories from all our Communities of Hope and Compassion!
If you have a tale you would like to spin and share, write it up and send it to
editor@churchesofchrist.org.au and start the conversation.
All stories in The Edition and online are edited for length, style, and tone.
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